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Invention Disclosure
of employees and staff members of the
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaften e.V.

To the
Max Planck Institute for ............................................

I/we have made, in the time between ......................... and ........................., the invention as disclosed
hereinafter.

Working title: .................................................................................................

1. Please enclose the following documents:
a) Titel and abstract of the invention (≈5 lines);
b) Description of the invention, including title, the problem which was solved, state of the art,
advantages of the invention and important experiments, preprints of intended publications;
c) Eventually existing publications concerning the state of the art.

2. Inventor(s):
No.

First and last name,
private address, nationality

Profession

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
Explanation of (1): 1 = scientific members of MPG (Directors of the Institute)
(fill in the appropriate number)
2 = other employees and Ph.D.-students of MPG
3 = others (e.g. scholarship holders, guest scientists)

in the Institute
since as(1) Dep.

3. Has the invention been made in the course of one or more publicly funded projects (e.g. BMBF,
EU)? (please attach the filled in form "Mitteilung des Förderkennzeichens bei
Schutzrechtsanmeldungen" = attachment to the grant decision)
donor of the funding

Project (name, funding number)

4. Are there potential rights of third parties to the invention, e.g.
a) has the invention been made together with non-MPG colleagues?
(Name, employer of the third party co-inventor and percentages of contribution?)
b) has the invention been made in the course of a collaboration with third parties?
(name of the collaboration partner, collaboration contract?)
c) has the invention been made by using material of third parties?
(name of the material provider, Material Transfer Agreement (MTA)?)
Please attach any existing agreements.

5. Have publications, public talks, exhibitions, disclosures to third parties or deliveries been made or
are they planned (where and when?)

6. In the event of several MPG inventors, please specify the respective contribution of each inventor to
the invention (in %). Missing specification means equal contribution and shares of all inventors.

7. With your signature you confirm that the disclosures made herein are correct and complete, that
further persons are not involved in the invention, and that you are not aware of any pre-publications
and prior uses of the invention.

Signature(s) of the inventor(s)
Place

Date

Signature (acc. to Sec. 2 above)

